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ABSTRACT
Multi–modality can help to ease operation and avoid driver
distraction, but is hard to specify and in turn makes spec-
ification more complex. Existing HCI modeling approaches
lack compatibility to the Unified Modeling Language stan-
dard. They neither follow formal semantics nor provide
methods addressing multi–modality. We base our approach
on a formal semantics resolving ambiguities of the UML. We
introduce new stereotypes for multi–modality and present a
modeling method and tool support, both following our se-
mantics. Proof of concept is given by an automotive multi–
modal dialogue specification.

1. BACKGROUND
Up to now, no standard method for modeling complex multi–
modal Human–Computer Interactions (HCIs) in the car ex-
ists . There are two major fields of studies addressing multi–
modal dialogue specifications. First, the research commu-
nity provides transformation–based approaches using Task
Trees for HCI modeling, usually for multi–modal web ap-
plications. This method is not adequate for task–specific
HCI models, where task–specific dialogues differ for each
modality depending on the given context. Second, impor-
tant contributions deal with modeling dialogue flows in Uni-
fied Modeling Language (UML)[3]. Existing methods inte-
grate multi–modal aspects by non–UML extensions and lack
of formal described semantics as requested by Broy[1].

2. MODELING APPROACH
Our work is based on a UML state machine semantics us-
ing Abstract State Machines (ASM)[2]. This semantics de-
scription resolves semantic ambiguities of state machines
and gives a formal description of their behavior execution.
The modeling method comprises three main steps: model-
ing the system components, operations and data using class
diagrams, describing the task model in a hierarchical man-
ner and modeling the multi-modal HCI behavior using state
machines. The class diagrams define the context for the be-

havior models and assure a consistent design process. We
decompose the HCI using task models and derive user oper-
ations and user triggered events from those models. These
operations and events are added to the class diagrams to
extend the behavior execution context. The integration of
modality–specific content in a UML conform way requires
enriching the UML. Our modeling method uses stereotype
definitions for specific semantic constructs: speech recogni-
tion grammar, prompt and description of the graphical user
interface. These stereotypes collect specific attributes for
each semantic construct. While modeling, they can be as-
signed to any state in any combination, e.g. prompt and
speech grammar.
We provide tool support for graphical modeling, verifica-
tion and simulation of multi–modal state machine models.
We specified multi–modal in–car dialogues to prove our ap-
proach. We conclude that a UML–conform specification
of in–car HCI is possible and adequate regarding multi–
modality.

3. CONTRIBUTIONS
Our work is based on a formal semantics so that we pro-
vide a clearly defined base for modeling as well as support
automatic processing of our models, e.g. code generation.
We ensure UML compatibility also for our multi–modal ex-
tensions. This encourages reuse of UML–based methods for
verification and validation of HCI models. Our tool follows
the ASM semantics and supports simulation of multi–modal
UML models, which enables validation and comparisons of
different HCI concepts already in an early stage of design.
We proved our modeling concept by specification of multi–
modal in–car HCIs including tool–based verification and val-
idation by simulation.

4. FUTUREWORK
We will further validate our method by case studies. We
plan to introduce enhancements like model–based dialogue
quality measurement using model checking to offer support
for development and test of multi–modal in–car HCIs.
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